Intelligent Humanoid Robots for education and entertainment in uncontrolled environments need to be based on vision and voice recognition. This paper propose a high speed embedded system based on Raspberry Pi 2 and voice recognition method for Humanoid robot, because the ability to accurately recognize commands is important feature for education and entertainment. An audio module PiAudio from Python is used in this system. The proposed method is able recognize commands and face recognition. We evaluate and present the performance of the system.
Introduction
The humanoid robots are popular nowadays for education and entertainment.
The important features of humanoid robot, such as accuracy, robustness and recognize commands from user; has proven to be a challenging subset of this research area. With the evolution of robotics hardware and subsequent advances in processor performance in recent years, the temporal and spatial complexity of feature extraction algorithms to solve this task has grown accordingly [1] .
In the case of Humanoid robot for education, vision systems are one of the main sources for environment interpretation. Many problems have to be solved such as voice and face recognition. First of all, the robot has to get information from the environment, mainly using the camera. The robot has to self-localize and decide the next action: move, walking, search another object, etc. It makes no sense within this environment to have a good localization method if that takes several seconds to compute the robot position or to decide the next movement in few seconds based on the old perceptions [2] . At the same time many other topics like human-machine interaction, robot cooperation and mission and behavior control give humanoid robot a higher level of complexity like no any other robots [3] . So the high speed processor with efficient algorithms is needed for this issue.
One of the performance factors of a humanoid robot is that it is highly dependent on its tracking ball and motion ability. The vision module collects information that will be the input for the reasoning module that involves the development of behavior control. Complexity of humanoid robot makes necessary playing with the development of complex behaviors, for example situations of coordination or differ rent role assignment during the match. There are many types of behavior control, each with advantages and disadvantages: reactive control is the simplest way to make the robot play, but do not permit more elaborated strategies as explained for example in [4] .
In this paper we propose a low cost humanoid robot compared with the well-known humanoid robots for education such as DarwIn-OP and NAO and test its ability for voice recognition and face recognition based on OpenCV.
Proposed Method

Architecture
Humanoid robot design based on the vision involves the need to obtain a mechanical structure with a human appearance, in order to operate into a human real world. AT We propose an embedded system with audio input for voice and able to handle high speed image processing for track and kick a ball, so we use main controller based on the ATMEL Processor. Camera and servo controller used to track an object or face, and the output of the main controller will communicate with the CM530 controller to control the actuators and sensors of the robot as shown in fig. 2 . Fig.2 . Architecture of our humanoid robot for voice recognition and object/face tracking using camera.
Computer vision for robot is one of the most challenging applications in sensor systems since the signal is complex from spatial and logical point of view [5] . An active camera tracking system for humanoid robot tracks an object of interest (ball) automatically with a pan-tilt camera. At previous work, we detect ball based on color (color-based object detector) which is not robust [7] .
Voice Recognition Module
We use PyAudio and Speech recognition 2.11 based on Python for programming the Raspberry Pi 2, and Google modules for translator. This module is able to recognize commands from user. 
Experimental Results
The approach proposed in this paper was implemented and tested on a humanoid Robot named Bee Humanoid Ver 3.0 based on Bioloid GP and OpenCV in Python. For test case I, when a ball in front of the robot and detected, the robot try to track the ball, and if the ball at the nearest position with the robot, robot will kick it as shown in fig. 3 . The overall result of our system shown in table 1 below: 
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced the hardware architecture implemented on our humanoid robot. They are based on Raspberry Pi 2 that has powerful ability for high speed image processing. We propose robust system using PyAudio for voice recognition and SIFT keypoint detector to detect and track a ball, then kick the ball after getting the nearest position of the robot with the ball. The FLANN based matcher suitable to be used for real situation. For future work, we want improve the ability voice recognition with multiple sources of sound.
